This electronic mail communication constitutes an official release of a change to the University of California Base Payroll System. A confirmation release letter will follow by U.S. Mail but campuses are authorized to install this release immediately upon receipt of this communication.

Error Report 1379 notes that Program PPP925 does not copy the Distribution Cost Center and Project Code values to the distribution transaction which it produces. This can be fixed by moving those values from the distribution being changed to the transaction record which produces the new distribution before writing the record.

Release Title: PPP925 Distribution Transactions
Programs Being Modified: PPP925
Reference Release: 1035
Service Request: 12815
Change Mark: 10552815
Urgency: Urgent with Release 1035

Include the following flower box at the beginning of program PPP925.

**************************************************************/
*  PROGRAM: PPP925                                           */
*  RELEASE: ___1055______ SERVICE REQUEST(S): ____12815____  */
*  REF REL: ___1035______                                    */
*  NAME:______M SANO_____ MODIFICATION DATE:  ___03/06/96__  */
*  DESCRIPTION:                                              */
*     ADDED COST CENTER AND PROJECT CODE TO THE DISTRIBUTION    */
*     TRANSACTION                                               */
**************************************************************/

Under 01 TRDST-DISTRIBUTION-TRANSACTION in Working Storage, make the following changes

**** 10 FILLER PIC X(20). <- comment out
10 FILLER PIC X(10). <- insert
10 TRDST-COST-CENTER PIC X(04). <- insert
10 TRDST-PROJECT-CODE PIC X(06). <- insert

In paragraph 2550-CREATE-NEW-DIST insert the following lines before writing the record.

MOVE KAPT-DIST-PERQ    (J) TO   TRDST-PERQ.
MOVE KAPT-DIST-UNIT-CODE (J) TO   TRDST-2059-DUC.
MOVE KAPT-DIST-WORK-STUDY-PGM (J) TO   TRDST-WORK-STUDY-PGM.
MOVE KAPT-COST-CENTER  (J) TO   TRDST-COST-CENTER.  <-insert
MOVE KAPT-PROJECT-CODE (J) TO   TRDST-PROJECT-CODE.  <-insert

WRITE TROUT-REC FROM TRDST-DISTRIBUTION.
ADD +1 TO WS-TRANS-TOT.
PERFORM 3000-WRITE-SORT-RECORD.
Testing
-------
The existence of this problem was confirmed at Office of the President by executing program PPP925 to produce transactions to end certain distributions and create new ones with the same attributes except for the Step and Off/Above Code values. One employee had a distribution with a Cost Center of ABCD and a Project Code of 123456. A transaction to change the distribution date was produced correctly. However, the transaction to create the new distribution did not contain the Cost Center or Project Code.

The code changes to PPP925 were made and the program was executed again using the same EDB data as input. The transaction to create the new distribution correctly contained the same Cost Center and Project Code as the original transaction.

Installation Instructions
-------------------------
Install this release as follows.

1. Modify, DB2-precompile, compile and link program PPP925 into the batch loadlib (LOADLIB).
2. Bind Program PPP925.
3. Perform testing similar to that described above to ensure proper installation.
4. Perform any desired local testing.
5. Install the modified program into production.

The modified program is available on the payroll FTP site, in the PAYDIST.R1055.COBOL library.

Timing of Installation
----------------------
Install this release with Release 1035.

As usual campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely manner as possible and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any questions please send electronic mail to Madelyn.Sano@UCOP.EDU or call on (510)987-0465.